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At Alger, we often find attractive investment
opportunities when companies are experiencing
Positive Dynamic Change. Perhaps nowhere is change
more pronounced than in the digital transformation that
many companies are undertaking, as they deploy more
advanced technologies to improve the way they do
business.
We anticipate the COVID-19 pandemic to accelerate
this trend as it underscores the importance of reaching
customers digitally and keeping employees productive
while working remotely. A growing part of digital
transformation is artificial intelligence or AI. AI is the
science of building machines or algorithms with an
intelligence comparable to that of a human. There have
been many hype cycles on AI in the past, but we are
finding more and more real-world examples of AI adding
value, likely due to the maturity of enabling technologies
such as cloud computing and software algorithms.
One fascinating example is one of our portfolio
companies using AI in the form of augmented coding. It
has developed an AI-enabled tool that gives its coders
the ability to type in any command they want to build,
and the machine offers several suggestions for the
appropriate lines of code. The AI tool learns over time
and becomes a better coding assistant, based on the
human choices and any subsequent changes made to
the code. As a result, the coders have achieved a 30%
increase in productivity. We envision augmented coding

to be even more valuable in a post-COVID-19 world
where there is more pressing need to build software to
make companies more digital.
Another example is an e-learning provider that offers
thousands of technology courses over the Internet.
Users begin by taking a series of short assessments on
different topics, and the platform then provides a
personalized set of course recommendations for each
user. With every assessment and course completed, the
AI-enabled algorithm analyzes more data and improves
its ability to recommend courses in an ongoing machine
learning feedback loop. As you can imagine, this elearning platform is likely to see more demand in a postCOVID-19 world where users opt for less business
travel and appreciate the cost savings and convenience
of online learning.
We are still in the early innings of AI, but we are
increasingly seeing innovative companies leverage AI to
enhance their competitive moats and better serve their
customers. We believe the companies that embrace AI
and take advantage of this Positive Dynamic Change
are most likely to succeed in the future.
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The views expressed are the views of Fred Alger Management, LLC
(“FAM”) and Alger Management Ltd. (together with their affiliated
entities “Alger”) as of July 2020. Alger has used sources of
information which it believes to be reliable; however, this publication
is not intended to be and does not constitute investment advice.
These views are subject to change at any time and they do not
guarantee the future performance of the markets, any security, or
any funds managed by Alger.
Risk Disclosures: Investing in the stock market involves gains and
losses and may not be suitable for all investors. Growth stocks tend
to be more volatile than other stocks as the prices of growth stocks
tend to be higher in relation to their companies’ earnings and may
be more sensitive to market, political and economic developments.
Many technology companies have limited operating histories and
prices of these companies’ securities have historically been more
volatile than other securities due to increased competition,
government regulation, and risk of obsolescence due to the
progress of technological developments. Please visit
www.alger.com for additional risk disclosures. Past performance is
not indicative of future performance. Investors whose reference
currency differs from that in which the underlying assets are
invested may be subject to exchange rate movements that alter the
value of their investments.
Important Information for US Investors:
This material must be accompanied by the most recent fund fact
sheet(s) if used in connection with the sale of mutual fund shares.
Fred Alger & Company, LLC serves as distributor of the Alger
mutual funds.
Important Information for UK and EU Investors:
This material is directed at investment professionals and qualified
investors (as defined by MiFID/FCA regulations). It is for information
purposes only and has been prepared and is made available for the

benefit investors. This material does not constitute an offer or
solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which it is not
authorised or permitted, or to anyone who would be an unlawful
recipient, and is only intended for use by original recipients and
addressees. The original recipient is solely responsible for any
actions in further distributing this material and should be satisfied in
doing so that there is no breach of local legislation or regulation.
Certain products may be subject to restrictions with regard to certain
persons or in certain countries under national regulations applicable
to such persons or countries.
Alger Management, Ltd. (company house number 8634056,
domiciled at 78 Brook Street, London W1K 5EF, UK) is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, for the distribution
of regulated financial products and services. FAM and/or
Weatherbie Capital, LLC, U.S. registered investment advisors, serve
as sub-portfolio manager to financial products distributed by Alger
Management, Ltd.
Alger Group Holdings, LLC (parent company of FAM) and Fred
Alger & Company, LLC are not an authorized persons for the
purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 of the
United Kingdom (“FSMA”) and this material has not been approved
by an authorized person for the purposes of Section 21(2)(b) of the
FSMA.
Important information for Investors in Israel:
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in the first schedule of the Securities Law, 1968 (the "Securities
Law") and the Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment
Marketing and Investment Portfolio Management Law, 1995. The
Fund units will not be sold to investors who are not of the type listed
in the first schedule of the Securities Law.
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